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VOLCANIC ASH 

The closure of UK airspace for 6 days has resulted in huge monetary losses by airlines and 

tour operators as well as administrative chaos.  Nine days after airspace re-opened, Virgin 

Holidays still had 6000 holidaymakers stranded in Florida.  Virgin Holidays tell us the airline 

alone lost $50 million during this period.  The crisis also had an impact on sales and 

marketing activity in the UK during the month of April, with sales calls cancelled and co-op 

marketing activity pushed back in to May. 

 

TOUR OPERATORS 

Sales calls scheduled with Co-op Travelcare, Key to America, North America Travel Service, 

Dial a flight and 1
st
 Class Holidays were all cancelled due to the volcanic ash crisis. 

 

 

TRADE LIAISON 

 VSPC Marketing/Budget Plan for FY 2010/11 finalised and submitted.   

 

 Preparations for Pow Wow finalised to include manual scheduling of certain 

appointments.  Meetings have also been scheduled with Orlando Tourism and the 

Florida Beaches group.  A group of 18 suppliers and tour operators will be coming to St 

Pete/Clearwater for the weekend post Pow Wow. 
 

 Funway Holidays Update – Results of our recent activity are at the moment being 

collated and will be with us shortly.  In the meantime, we have been advised that 

Funway Holidays are expanding their hotel product in their new 2010/2011 Florida 

brochure to include for the first time, the Alden Beach Resort and The Bilmar Beach 

Resort properties. 

 

 Premier Holidays –Preparations for the forthcoming joint marketing activity in 

conjunction with Premier Holidays are ongoing.  The promotion will include a discount 

for couples booking a package that includes a stay in St. Pete/Clearwater as well as in-

store posters, e-newsletters etc. 

 

 TUI UK – Jetsave – On-going preparations taking place for the co-op marketing activity 

which has been confirmed with Jetsave Florida.  Activity includes an e-mail newsletter, 

a banner ad leading to a dedicated destination landing page, a press ad and free inclusion 

of video footage on their website.  Unfortunately training had to be postponed due to the 

volcanic ash spill and discussions are taking place to have this re-scheduled in the near 

future.  TBA. 

 

 Travel Uni – Discussions have taken place with Travel Uni to see what other 

opportunities there are for us to encourage further sign up to our online training 

programme.  Travel Uni have confirmed and already sent a solus e-mail blast (which 
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included a prize draw to win one of ten VSPC goody bags) to all of the Travel Uni 

database, they have also placed a ‗spotlight‘ on the VSPC training programme on their 

homepage for a period of two weeks and a VSPC advertising button will also be added 

to the homepage in a few weeks.   

 

 Trailfinders Update – Preparations ongoing for the forthcoming co-op marketing 

activity which will be taking place with Trailfinders to launch in early May.  Co-op 

activity to include email blast to their database, coverage on a dedicated landing page 

and advertising on plasma screens within their stores. 

 

 Virgin Holidays/Frequent Virgin Club (FVC) –The FVC Florida Smooth direct mail 

piece, as part of our joint marketing activity, was distributed on the 20
th

 April.  The 

mailer was a solus DM piece and targeted 20,000 couples on their database that have 

already travelled to Florida or are likely to travel.   

 

 Thomas Cook Signature Update – Still awaiting final results which are due to follow 

shortly as all activity has now taken place.  TBA. 
 

 Unscheduled fam trip.  A group of tour operators who had been on a fam in Alabama 

and subsequently stranded in the US due to the closure of UK airspace were relocated to 

St Pete/Clearwater.  Flightbound, America As You Like It and THG Holidays spent 6 

days in the area.  We scheduled a number of activities and site visits for them. 

 

 Visit USA Association, UK – The Visit USA consumer e-newsletter that featured St. 

Petersburg/Clearwater was distributed to their database of 30k Last month.  VSPC had 

50 words of copy, an area image and a link to our website within the e-newsletter.  

 

 Thomson/First Choice Florida, Charter Product – A meeting with Peter Gue, the new 

Senior Product Manager for the Thomson Charter and First Choice Florida programme 

has been confirmed for the 13
th

 May.  We have, in the meantime, been advised that TUI 

have taken the decision to re-introduce the St. Petersburg/Clearwater area to their First 

Choice Florida Charter programme also.  Discussions also taking place to meet with the 

marketing team after our recent co-op activity.   

 

 Kuoni Travel – An update meeting has been scheduled on the 5
th

 May with Mandy 

McGlade, Product Manager at Kuoni, as they have made a decision not to attend Pow 

Wow in Orlando this year. 

 

 British Airways Holidays – A general meeting has been confirmed with Kathryn 

Brownrigg at BA Holidays for the 11th of May.  

 

 Discover America Norway – Provided Discover America in Norway with a press release 

detailing the updates at the new Salvador Dali Museum in St. Petersburg to be included 

on their website. 

 

 Visit USA Committee Ireland – Details of the newly opened Hyatt Regency Clearwater 

Beach Resort & Spa were included in the VUSA Ireland April e-newsletter which is 

distributed to both their trade and consumer databases. 
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 Visit USA Committee Ireland – Provided the VUSA committee in Ireland with a press 

release detailing the updates at the new Salvador Dali museum in St. Petersburg to be 

included in their monthly e-newsletter that is distributed to both the trade and 

consumers. 

 

 ABTA – The April edition of the Travel Industry Partners e-newsletter which is 

distributed to all ABTA bonded travel agents was sent and included details of our online 

training programme in conjunction with Travel Uni. 
 

ENQUIRIES: 
Telephone/website enquiries for information and/or literature  60 

 

MARKET INTELLIGENCE: 

01 April 2010 – Source Travel Daily 

ABTA estimates Easter getaway numbers 

ABTA has estimated that two million British people are set to go on holiday this Easter 

weekend.  Spain remains the most popular destination, followed by Egypt thanks to the 

growing Sharm El Sheikh. Tunisia and Turkey have also sold well, as have Florida and the 

Dominican Republic.  Geneva is the top destination to reach the ski resorts of Switzerland, 

France and Italy and these have been boosted by the recent snowfall.  City breaks in Paris, 

Amsterdam, Dublin, Milan and New York remain strong, with British cities London, 

Edinburgh and Manchester also attracting long weekends. 
 

01 April 2010 – Source Travel Daily 

Virgin benefits from BA’s problems 

Virgin Atlantic has reported a 9% hike in passengers per flight since British Airways first 

announced strike action back in November.  The UK carrier – a fierce competitor to BA, 

particularly on North American routes – saw significant increases in passenger numbers 

during the first BA strike weekend compared to the same period in 2008, particularly in its 

premium cabin, Upper Class.  ―This year we have carried about 14% more Upper Class 

passengers on each flight than we did over the equivalent weekend in 2008.  Some routes, 

like New York have been an even more impressive with a 38% rise in Upper Class 

passengers to NYC per flight than two years ago,‖ a Virgin spokesperson told TDUK.  

―Across all classes there have been increases with a rise of around 9% more passengers per 

flight than the equivalent weekend in 2008.‖  Meanwhile, BMI has been attempting to lure 

business class travellers away from BA by offering to match any frequent flyer membership 

offer.  ―BA Silver and Gold Executive card holders flying with BMI will be offered the 

equivalent [of what they would have received with BA] including access to The Great 

British lounge at London Heathrow,‖ said BMI Head of Corporate Communications Phil 

Shepherd. 
 

01 April 2010 – Source Travel Daily 

U.S. tourism spending down for 15
th

 month 

U.S Department of Commerce announced earlier this week that international visitors spent 

less on travel and tourism year-on-year for the 15
th

 consecutive month.  It estimated that 

US$10.3 billion (£6.8 billion) was spent on travel and tourism in the United States during 

January, 3% less than last year.  Year-on-year figures have been low since late 2008. 

 Travel to North America and tourism-related purchases by international travellers 

decreased 1% to $8.1 billion (around £5.34 billion). 
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06 April 2010 – Source Travel Daily 

June becomes popular holiday month 

June has become the most popular month to get away this summer, research from 

Travelmood has revealed.  Searches on the website for June holidays rose by 21%, 

followed by May, October and September.  These trumped the usually busier months of 

July and August.  Top destinations included Thailand, Malaysia, USA, Australia and Bali. 

―We discovered that lots of them were looking for holidays that departed in June and 

assumed that they must be seeking to escape the UK during the World Cup,‖ said 

Managing Director of Travelmood, Rad Sofronijevic. 
 

06 April 2010 – Source Travel Daily 

U.S. requests extra security at international airports 

The US government is requiring airlines at international airports to add a new layer of 

security on direct flights to the US, Bloomberg has reported.  The new procedures, 

announced by the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and Transportation 

Security Administration, include additional screening measures for explosives, such as 

detection of chemicals, advanced imaging and bomb-sniffing dogs.  In addition, both US 

and international airlines now will have access to US intelligence data.   Airlines, acting 

with host governments and airport personnel, will match that data against names on airline 

tickets, passports or other security checks.  If results raise suspicion, passengers may be 

required to go through secondary screening, including questioning and/or a body search. 
 

06 April 2010 – Source Travel Daily 

Britons holiday less but spend more 

Research shows that Britons are taking fewer holidays but spending more.   The survey by 

HolidayExtras.com demonstrates a 27% drop in the number of Brits taking five or more 

holidays but more than 60% are taking one or two holidays.   While recession hit UK 

residents are cutting back on mini breaks, a quarter say they will be spending more money 

on fewer holidays, an increase of 5% year on year.  Value for money is by far the most 

important factor for holidaymakers, with 64% saying it is the top consideration – 24% more 

than last year.  Weather is the second most important issue (22%).  Anxieties over exchange 

rates in the Euro-zone appear to have evaporated since this time last year, with only 1% 

saying that this will influence their destination decision.   Similarly, concerns over the 

environment loomed large last year gathering 11% of the vote, but this year the green 

agenda attracts concern from just 3% of British holidaymakers.  Matthew Pack, CEO of 

HolidayExtras.com said:  ―Last summer was the year of the ‗staycation‘ but the British 

weather seems to have knocked that holiday trend on the head.   This year we‘re all heading 

for the sun and voting for quality over quantity; which is excellent news for the country‘s 

travel trade if not for UK hoteliers and B&B operators.‖ 
 

08 April 2010 – Source Travel Daily 

BA to merge with Iberia 

British Airways and Spanish carrier, Iberia, have signed a merger agreement, though both 

airlines will operate under their original brands.  The much anticipated amalgamation 

follows speculation that the British carrier would form a partnership with American 

Airlines.  According to the Guardian, under the terms of the agreement, both BA and Iberia 

will operate under International Airlines Group.  Willie Walsh, BA's Chief Executive, who 

is set to run the new company, said the deal would be good for passengers.  "The merged 

company will provide customers with a larger combined network.  It will also have greater 

potential for further growth by optimising the dual hubs of London and Madrid and 
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providing continued investment in new products and services." 
 

09 April 2010 – Source Travel Weekly 

Co-op plans to open 150 new shops 

Co-operative Travel boss Mike Greenacre has revealed the retailer could open up to 150 

over the next four years.  If approved by the Co-operative Group board, the proposal could 

see the UK‘s largest independent travel agency chain growing it‘s network to up to 650 – 

700 shops, giving it national reach to rival the big two.  Greenacre said even including Mid-

counties and Midlands Co-ops shops, which are part of the Co-operative Travel Trading 

Group, the co-op chain had 250 fewer outlets than the TUI Travel and Thomas Cook 

networks. 
 

12 April 2010 – Source Travel Daily 

Brits favour long haul travel 

A new study by leading tour operator Thompson has revealed that more Britons are 

flocking to long haul and experimental destinations this year.  Long haul bookings are up 

by 14%, with popular destinations including India, Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey. 

 With the ever-growing demand for more far-flung destinations, Thompson is now 

introducing direct flights to Costa Rica. ―Our latest figures show that Brits are determined 

to take a real break this summer and it‘s ―awaycations‖ all the way – not just sun and sand, 

but new cultures and locations,‖ said Managing Director of Thomson & First Choice 

Dermot Blastland.  He added: ―Consumers who hung back last year are more confident 

about spending this year and are benefiting from better deals outside of the Euro-zone.‖ 

  The study shows that almost half of people are looking to go further afield and have new 

experiences on holiday this year – with 95% of people saying experience is just as 

important as value for money.  Psychologist Kairen Cullen, who undertook focus groups as 

part of the study, found that the most important elements to truly feeling away from it all 

are physically experiencing a different environment and less predictability, in contrast to 

the normal day-to-day routine.  ―Over the past couple of years many people have opted to 

have a staycation in the UK, however they felt that they were not gaining any tangible 

benefit from such a holiday.  This year we can see a real shift towards a break that will take 

people out of themselves, help them to grow and allow them to disconnect physically and 

emotionally from work, family and bad news in the media.  And with much of our time 

spent in front of computers these days, our bodies are clearly craving a more sensory 

experience which a long haul holiday delivers in terms of smell, taste and sounds.  It 

appears that we stagnate if we staycate, whereas those that awaycate are able to rejuvenate 

both mind and body.‖ 
 

15 April 2010 – Source Travelmole 

Flights cancelled in volcanic ash alert 

No flights were operating from Scottish airports this morning and other air services across 

the UK faced increased levels of cancellations and delays due to an ash cloud from a 

volcanic eruption in Iceland.  Flights from Manchester, Liverpool, Luton, Stansted, 

Newcastle, Birmingham, Belfast and Gatwick were amongst those affected.  British 

Airways cancelled all domestic services for safety reasons and Monarch flights from Luton 

and Gatwick were also affected.  There were 150 flights cancelled from Heathrow and 138 

from Gatwick.  Flight restrictions were imposed by the Air Traffic Control Service (NATS) 

after the Met Office warned ash could damage engines.  Passengers are being advised to 

contact their airlines before travelling.  Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Glasgow airports were 

shut together with a number of airports in northern England and Northern Ireland. There are 
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no flights from Manchester until 13.00.  NATS said it was restricting flights "in accordance 

with international civil aviation policy".  A NATS spokesman was quoted as saying: ―The 

Volcanic Ash Advisory Centre has issued a forecast that the ash cloud from the volcanic 

eruption in Iceland will track over Europe tonight.  ―NATS is working with Euro-control 

and our colleagues in Europe's other air navigation service providers to take the appropriate 

action to ensure safety in accordance with international aviation policy.‖  
 

21 April 2010 – Source Travolution 

Nearly 80% say images are deciding factor in travel purchases 

Images have become one of the most important factors in influencing travel purchasing 

behaviour according to research from Frommers Unlimited.  The research, which was 

unveiled at the Travolution Summit, showed 78% of consumers felt images were the most 

important factor when planning a trip followed by maps.  Video of destinations was not 

deemed as influential with only 26% saying it influenced their purchasing decisions rising 

to 29% for video of accommodation.  The findings of the research were supported by Bing 

director of product management for EMEA Jim Cruikshank who said consumers are 

confused by reviews, rating schemes on websites and the lack of transparency in pricing.  

―They don‘t believe the written word but they do believe images,‖ he said. 
 

21 April 2010 – Source Travolution 

Travel firms should target older customers 

Travel companies should target older customers as consumer spending comes under even 

more pressure this year.  Experts at the Travolution Summit agreed that consumers will 

continue to cut back on discretionary spending during 2010.  Speaking at the opening 

session - Economic and Political Update - Rt Hon Michael Portillo said many consumers 

did not feel the effects of the downturn last year.  "By the end of 2010 we're going to see 

tax rises in a new budget and the beginning of public sector spending cuts.  People will be 

nervous about spending."  More mature customers are now an important market for travel, 

said HSBC chief economist Dennis Turner.  "There is a large number of older consumers 

not weighed down by debt, this is a huge marketplace for the travel sector.  "At other end of 

the age range it will be difficult. It is difficult to see how the pressure on them will ease 

substantially."  Nielsen European business insight director Jonathan Banks said the 

economy would be a primary concern for consumers this year, as financial worries overtake 

social concerns.  Nielsen statistics showed 28% of people will cut down on holidays/short 

breaks and 16% will cut out their annual vacation.  Banks warned that consumers had 

developed new behaviours which would last after the recession.  He said: "Consumers have 

realised they don't need 4 luxury holidays a year - two or three will do."  Speaking about 

the economy, Turner said the UK was stumbling its way out of recession, but there are still 

risks to recovery.  "Recovery will be very slow and the risks are on the down side. The 

economy could slow again this month compared to December but that doesn't mean a 

double dip - it just means the economy isn't doing what it should."  On a positive note, 

Turner predicted an improvement in the strength of the pound. He said: "The euro is 

overvalued - I'd expect the pound to strengthen against the euro over next 18 months." 
 

21 April 2010 – Source Travelmole 

Airlines count $1.7bn cost of shutdown 

The Icelandic volcano crisis cost airlines more than $1.7 billion in lost revenue in the six 

days airspace across much of Europe was closed.  For a three-day period when disruption 

was greatest, lost revenues reached $400 million a day, according to IATA.  There were 

some cost savings related to the flight groundings, such as a reduced industry fuel bill $110 
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million a day less compared to normal.  But airlines face added costs, including from 

passenger care.  IATA CEO and director general Giovanni Bisignani said: ―Lost revenues 

now total more than $1.7 billion for airlines alone.  ―At the worst, the crisis impacted 29% 

of global aviation and affected 1.2 million passengers a day.  ―The scale of the crisis 

eclipsed 9/11 when US airspace was closed for three days.  ―For an industry that lost $9.4 

billion last year and was forecast to lose a further $2.8 billion in 2010, this crisis is 

devastating.  ―It is hitting hardest where the carriers are in the most difficult financial 

situation. Europe‘s carriers were already expected to lose $2.2 billion this year—the largest 

in the industry.‖ 
 

23 April 2010 – Source Travolution 

Online travel set to grow against overall decline 
The online travel sector could see growth in 2010 despite a second year of overall decline 

in the market, according to research commissioned by Kelkoo.  A report by Kelkoo carried 

out with the Centre for Economics and Business Research forecast a 0.4% (€1.6 billion) 

decline in travel expenditure this year - a figure which could worsen following this week's 

ash cloud crisis.  This is on the back of a 7.8% decrease in 2009 when overall expenditure 

was €368.9 billion, compared to pre-recession 2008 when that figure was almost €400 

billion.  However, Kelkoo claimed the online sector would continue to see growth with a 

record €74.3 billion turnover predicted for 2010, around 20% of overall travel expenditure.  

The flying ban caused by volcanic eruptions in Iceland is expected to further dent the 

prospects for the European travel sector, which was already facing its second successive 

year of declining revenues.  Kelkoo, which claims to be Europe‘s largest e-commerce 

advertising platform, said with the ash crisis estimated to have cost airlines €180.4 million 

per day the European industry was set for a ―turbulent ride‖.  Elsewhere in the report, UK, 

France and Germany were predicted to remain as the highest spending countries on travel 

accounting for 58% or €214.8 billion of sales in Europe.  The UK has seen travel spend 

decline in the last two years from a high of €60.6 million in 2007, the Kelkoo report 

predicting it will fall to €44.1 million this year from €46.5 million in 2009.  Bruce Fair, 

managing director of Kelkoo UK, said the industry should expect further weakening 

demand as a result of the volcanic ash crisis for some time to come.  He said: ―It is likely 

that demand for travel will be negatively impacted by the disruptions from the volcano 

eruptions.  ―We would expect a significant share of consumers to alter their travel plans as 

long as there is the risk of further eruption impacting air traffic, which could be the case 

over the next few months.  ―As such consumers will consider alternative arrangements like 

holidays at home or destinations available by other means of transport or putting off travel 

expenditure. Overall, this will put downward pressure on travel spending for some time.‖  

Fair also warned flight prices will go up, at least in the short-term.  ―There will be a supply 

issue with many planes not in the right places and it will take some time before full capacity 

is restored in the market,‖ he said.  ―Additionally, most airlines were already struggling 

before the travel chaos from the impact of the financial crisis and strong competition in the 

industry.  ―With profit margins tight it is unlikely that prices will come down. Indeed, it is 

more likely that airlines are forced to increase prices to recoup some of the immense extra 

cost incurred by the ash cloud.‖ 

 


